Corporate
Events

Experiences you can’t
find anywhere else

skipbarber.com @skipbarberracing #skipbarber
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With international racing experience,
celebrated skill, and the strong belief
that competitive race car driving was
teachable, Skip Barber founded his
legendary racing school in 1975. Since
that first class, over 350,000 students
have become racers and champions.
Today, we are the world’s largest
automotive education and entertainment
company. We offer driving and racing
schools at the finest tracks in America,
create imaginative OEM programs that
elevate the finest automotive marques
and produce corporate programs that
build teamwork and recognize
great achievement.
There is no driving experience that rivals
the Skip Barber Racing School.
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ENTERTAIN

MOTIVATE & REWARD

TRAIN & EDUCATE

TEAM BUILDING

Entertain your top teams, vendors,
sales people or employees with an
engaging experience they’ll remember
for a long time.

Drive your people to exceed and reward
your top performers with an experience
that parallels their hard work and
dedication to your organization.

Improve the safety of your employees or
your company’s driving fleet. Help them
develop defensive driving skills using
techniques that make them safe drivers.

Healthy competition breeds enthusiasm,
energy and excitement and what’s better
than a team building event at a world
famous race track with the experience and
expertise of Skip Barber Corporate Events.
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Corporate Racing Schools

Risk taking, over coming obstacles, leadership qualities
and team building skills are just some of what they’ll
learn from a day with Skip Barber Racing.

skipbarber.com		@skipbarberracing		#skipbarber		 #skipbarberracing
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Corporate Racing Schools
Developed utilizing our race winning Racing School curriculum, our

braking and cornering skills, learning the true racing line through

Racing School Corporate events are designed to provide participants

corners, finding and pushing the limits of physics and driver all while

with a day they will never forget, all while learning the same driving

increasing your speed, skill, concentration and confidence.

techniques as our full race licensing programs. This is not your
cookie cutter “driving experience” – this is the Racing School taught

Our corporate events are developed with our client’s goals as our

by the same Skip Barber Racing School team that has instructed

guiding principle and are tailored to exceed the expectations of even

almost half of the starting drivers at the 2019 Indy 500!

the most discerning participant.

Skip Barber Corporate Track Events afford participants a truly unique
driving experience. Our attendees get to experience North America’s
most revered racing venues in specially prepared Skip Barber track
ready race cars. Our programs are popular for groups looking for
team building/bonding or sheer entertainment driven experiences,
a Corporate Track Event will focus on: the Skip Barber race car,
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Intro to Racing School
Our Intro To Racing School program is the easiest way to
hop in the driver’s seat of a race car and sample what the
world of Skip Barber Racing has to offer. The perfect blend of
work and play, this program packs a ton of adrenaline in to a
four hour package that leaves ample time for meetings and
presentations.

Based on our popular One Day Racing School, the Intro to
Racing curriculum begins with a detailed vehicle dynamics
lesson that will teach participants the fundamentals of
professional racing. Participants then head to the race track
where they take to the wheel of our Mustang GT race cars
in intense lead-follow sessions. To end the day, instructor

hot laps will leave your guests with an adrenaline overdose!
At graduation lunch, participants will receive a personalized
diploma, swag bag and $200 off a future Skip Barber driving
program.

Sample Schedule
08:00 - 09:00

Registration and Program Overview

09:00 - 11:30

Lead-Follow Lapping on Track

11:30 - 12:00

Instructor Hot Laps

12:00 - 12:30

Lunch and Graduation

*Meeting space can be provided on-site
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1 Day Racing School
This intense day long experience is the same first step that
the likes of Jeff Gordon and Alexander Rossi used to fuel their
careers! The school begins with a brief classroom session
going over the racing line and vehicle dynamics. The program
rapidly picks up the pace as your guests strap in to the race
car and practice their performance driving skills on the skid

pad and autocross. After lunch, participants will spend the rest
of the day lapping the circuit. We will close the day out with
by crowning the fastest team in the Autocross Challenge, and
thrill your guests with Instructor Hot Laps. At graduation, your
guests will leave with personalized Skip Barber diplomas, a
swag bag and $200 off a future Skip Barber driving program.

Sample Schedule
07:00 - 08:00

Registration and Breakfast

08:00 - 09:00

Classroom: Vehicle Dynamics

09:00 - 12:00
Car Control Exercises: Skid Pad & 		
		Autocross
12:00 - 12:45

Lunch

12:45 - 04:30

Track Sessions

		Autocross Challenge
04:30 - 05:00

Instructor Hot Laps

05:00		

Graduation and Cocktail Hour
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Corporate Driving Schools
Boost your team spirit in a low risk driving event where
everyone has a good time regardless of age or ability.

skipbarber.com		@skipbarberracing		#skipbarber		

#skipbarberracing
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Corporate Driving Schools
Using our time-tested racing techniques, Skip Barber
Driving Events teach the survival skills needed to safely
handle today’s challenging road conditions over the course
of a half day or full day program. Using time tested racing
techniques, everyone in the group will learn valuable car
control skills that are equally useful on the highway as
they are on the race track.
Driving School programs are a carefully constructed

Driving School events are highly
versatile and can be developed to
meet your goals:
- Corporate Events
- Teen / New Driving Training
- Fleet Driver Training
- Performance Driver Training

combination of classroom and behind-the-wheel
instruction in an exciting variety of passenger vehicles.
Participants have the time of their lives – and learn the
skills that could save them!
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One Day Driving School
The One Day Driving School offer exclusive curricula that may be

and a brief classroom session on vehicle dynamics. Participants

group will race each other in the Autocross Challenge. At graduation,

designed around a half or full day of High-Performance driving skills,

then rotate behind the wheel of the Skip Barber Driving School

participants will each receive a personalized diploma and Skip

pure driver education for fleet training and even defensive or teen/

cars and practice low traction slide recovery on the wet skid pad,

Barber grad pack, including a $200 discount to a future Skip Barber

new driver programs. Participants will have a thrilling experience

emergency braking, evasive lane changes, and performance driving

driving program!

that they will not forget, and learn the same foundational techniques

skills on the autocross. After a gourmet catered lunch, its back

taught in the Racing School. The program starts with registration

behind the wheel to master the techniques. To finish the day, your

Sample Schedule
07:00 - 08:00

Registration and Breakfast

08:00 - 09:00

Classroom: Vehicle Dynamics

09:00 - 12:00

Driving Activities

12:00 - 12:45

Lunch

12:45 - 04:30

Driving Activities

04:30 - 05:00

Autocross Challenge

05:00		

Graduation and Cocktail Hour
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Everyone’s a Winner!
Awards
We can customize awards to fit your brand and match the
theme of an event. These are some of our favorites!
Cone Slayer
This highly sought-after award is presented to the driver that
creates the most cone carnage on the autocross!
Drift King
This award is presented to the driver that couldn’t stay out of
the gas on the skid pad and had the biggest spins.
Hard Charger Award
Awarded by the instructors, this is presented to the driver
that showed the most improvement throughout the program.
Speed Demon
Awarded to the individual fastest driver during the Autocross
Challenge.
The Spirit Of Le Mans
Awarded to the team with the fastest driver change during
the Autocross Challenge.
The Rolex Daytona
Awarded to the team with the lowest combined Autocross
Challenge time.
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Off the track, we handle your hospitality
5 Star Hospitality
Our Hospitality Team is dedicated to ensuring your
participants have the time of their life. If you can dream it,
our team can deliver it!
• Pre and Post-event Receptions and Cocktail Hour
• Gourmet Catered Breakfast and Lunch
• Celebrity Pro-Driver
• Guest speakers
• Hot Laps with a our professional Instructors in our race cars
• Parade laps on track with your cars
• Professional Photography
• Branded USB sticks with custom video player for in-car
footage and data
• Accommodation and Transportation Logistics
• Event Registration Services
• Pre and Post Event Communications
• Personalized Graduation Certificates and Grad Packs
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At premier tracks nationwide or any location you choose

LIME ROCK,
CONNECTICUT
MILLVILLE,
NEW JERSEY

GLENN COUNTY,
CALIFORNIA
INDIANAPOLIS,
INDIANA

MONTEREY,
CALIFORNIA
ST. LOUIS,
MISSOURI

ROSAMOND,
CALIFORNIA

BRASELTON,
GEORGIA

FOUNTAIN,
COLORADO

LOCATIONS

SEBRING,
FLORIDA
AUSTIN,
TEXAS

The Skip Barber Racing School is based in New York and operates from
12 premier racetracks nationwide including Indianapolis, Indiana, Austin,
Texas, Lakeville, Connecticut, Sebring, Florida and Monterey, California.
In addition to the base locations listed above,the Skip Barber Racing
School can also host events almost anywhere your choose.
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Thank you for your interest
skipbarber.com		@skipbarberracing		#skipbarber		#skipbarberracing
RED LINE OIL | SPOT COLOR SPECS
PMS RED 200C
BLACK
WHITE

OUR PARTNERS
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